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he  hippocampus  supports  high-resolution  binding  in  the  service  of
erception,  working  memory  and  long-term  memory
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Whether  the  hippocampus  plays  a  role  in  working  memory  and  perception  is  controversial.
I  propose  that  the  hippocampus  supports  complex  high-resolution  bindings.
Current  patient  literature  supports  this  proposal.
Hippocampal  damage  impairs  tasks  that  require  complex  high-resolution  bindings.
Tasks  requiring  only  low-resolution  or  simple  associations  are  less  impaired.
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a  b  s  t  r  a  c  t

It  is well  established  that  the  hippocampus  plays  a  critical  role  in  our  ability  to  recollect  past  events.  A
number  of  recent  studies  have  indicated  that  the  hippocampus  may  also  play  a  critical  role in  working
memory  and  perception,  but  these  results  have  been  highly  controversial  because  other  similar  studies
have  failed  to  find  evidence  for hippocampal  involvement.  Thus,  the  precise  role  that  the  hippocampus
plays  in  cognition  is  still  debated.  In  the  current  paper,  I  propose  that  the  hippocampus  supports  the
generation  and  utilization  of complex  high-resolution  bindings  that  link  together  the  qualitative  aspects
that make  up  an  event;  these  bindings  are  essential  for recollection,  and  they  can  also  contribute  to
performance  across  a variety  of tasks  including  perception  and  working  memory.  An  examination  of  the
ippocampus
ecollection
amiliarity

existing  patient  literature  provides  support  for  this  proposal  by  showing  that  hippocampal  damage  leads
to  impairments  on  perception  and  working  memory  tasks  that  require  complex  high-resolution  bindings.
Conversely, hippocampal  damage  is  much  less  likely  to  lead  to  impairments  on  tasks  that  require  only
low-resolution  or  simple  associations/relations.  The  current  proposal  can  be  distinguished  from  earlier
accounts  of  hippocampal  function,  and  it generates  a number  of  novel  predictions  that  can  be  tested  in
future  studies.
© 2013 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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Fig. 1. Variations in the resolution and associative nature of binding. Each shape
reflects a different item (e.g., word, object, odor), whereas color is used to repre-
sent a quality of that item (e.g., hue, location, pleasantness). Representations vary
from low-resolution (e.g., orange vs blue, left vs right) to high-resolution (e.g., pre-
cise color, precise location), and from simple (e.g. object–color, object–object) to
complex bindings (e.g., color–object–object–color). Complex high-resolution rep-
resentations are expected to be the most hippocampally dependent (dark end of
gradient), whereas simple low-resolution bindings will be the least hippocampally
dependent (light end of gradient). The extent to which specific bindings will be
dependent on the hippocampus or cortex varies across this gradient, and varies as a
A.P. Yonelinas / Behavioural

The distinction between long-term memory and other cognitive
bilities such as working memory and perception is one of the most
undamental in cognitive psychology. This distinction is based on
ehavioral studies showing that long-term memory can be func-
ionally dissociated from other cognitive abilities (e.g., [1,2]), as
ell as studies of amnesic patients such as HM,  which show that
amage to the medial temporal lobe (MTL) results in severe deficits

n long-term memory despite relatively preserved cognition (e.g.,
3,4]). This distinction, however, has recently been challenged by
esults showing that under certain conditions, patients with hip-
ocampal damage exhibit deficits not only in long-term memory
ut also in working memory and perception (for reviews see [5–7]).
he aim of the current paper is to examine these new findings in
ight of our current understanding of the role of the hippocampus in
upporting long-term memory via recollection of episodic details,
nd to argue that the hippocampus is essential in representing com-
lex high-resolution associative information in service of cognitive
unctions ranging from memory to perception.

In the current paper, I will first argue that recollection supports
ong-term recognition memory judgments for complex high-
esolution bindings and that this ability is critically dependent
n the hippocampus. I then suggest that the same hippocampally
ependent bindings also play a role in various other cogni-
ive tasks ranging from perception to working memory. Recent
uman patient studies of perception and working memory are
hen reviewed and are found to support the proposal. The high-
esolution account of hippocampal function will then be contrasted
ith several earlier accounts.

. Recollection: the phenomenon and its neural
nderpinnings

What is Recollection? Recollection reflects the retrieval of quali-
ative information about a prior study event [8,9], such as where or
hen an event took place, as well as specific details about the event

tself, including information like the content of a specific conver-
ation, the tone of voice of the participants, and internal emotional
tates elicited by the event. Recollection can be contrasted with
amiliarity-based recognition, in which an object is judged as hav-
ng been recently studied on the basis that it seems familiar without
he retrieval of any specific qualitative details. Familiarity is quan-
itative in the sense that it can vary in strength from weak to
trong, but it lacks the qualitative details that are inherent in rec-
llection. The distinction between recollection and familiarity has

 long history (e.g., [8,10–13]) and it is supported by an extensive
iterature demonstrating that these two processes are behaviorally,
lectrophysiologically and neuroanatomically distinct (for reviews
ee [14–18]).

What makes recollection so useful is that it can support the
reation and retrieval of complex high-resolution bindings that
epresent ‘specific events’ or ‘moments in time’. Recollection there-
ore has two key properties (see Fig. 1). First, it is associative or
elational, meaning that it can bind multiple aspects or features
ogether to represent an event. These bindings can vary from being
ery simple (e.g., a word was presented on the left side of the screen,
r it was paired with some other arbitrary word) to very complex
e.g., a word was presented in red, on the left, in large Helvetica
etter font, in a specific experimental context; [19]). Second, recol-
ection is high-resolution, meaning that individuals can report quite
recise information about prior events. For example, in addition to

emembering that an item was on the left or right side of the screen,
e may  be able to indicate with high spatial precision the specific

ocation or the specific color that was associated with a studied
ord (e.g., [107,108] also see [20]). Thus, what is recollected from
function of temporal delay inherent in various long-term memory (LTM), working
memory (WM) and perception tasks.

memory can vary, ranging from a simple low-resolution binding to
complex high-resolution bindings.

Note that recollection is often found to reflect a threshold
process such that individuals are able to recollect qualitative infor-
mation for some items whereas recollection fails entirely for others
(for a review see [17]). The threshold finding might seem surprising
given that recollection can vary with respect to complexity or res-
olution. However, the threshold finding tells us that there are some
trials in which recollection fails to produce qualitative information,
and others in which recollection is successful. Importantly, items
that exceed the recollection strength threshold can differ in any
number of ways, including their complexity and resolution [21].

The associative aspect of recollection makes it particularly use-
ful in supporting episodic memory discriminations, for example,
deciding if an item was  presented in a specific experimental context
or remembering specific details of an event. Nevertheless, recol-
lection is not unique in supporting memory for associations. That
is, other types of memory, including familiarity-based recognition
and implicit memory can support memory for simple associations,
such as word-word or object-color associations (e.g., [22–31]).
For example, recognition memory for word-color associations and
word-word associations can be supported by familiarity under con-
ditions in which the two components (i.e. the word and the color,
or the two  words) are encoded as a single unified object (e.g., “an
elephant that is red”) rather than being processed as two separable
aspects of an event (e.g., “an elephant beside a red stop-sign”) (e.g.,
[22,23]). Similarly, implicit memory for word pairs (as measured
on word association tasks) can be observed when pairs are treated
as single items [28,29], and memory for word-color associations
can be observed in implicit word naming tasks when words are
presented in colored fonts (and thus the color becomes a bound
feature of the item; [30]). Thus, tests of associative memory do
not serve as process-pure measures of recollection, because other

memory processes can also support simple associative learning.
The unique aspect of recollection is that it is capable of suppor-
ting memory for complex, multifaceted bindings of high-resolution
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Fig. 2. (A) An illustration of the ‘same/different’ perceptual discrimination task.
Individuals indicate their confidence that the scenes are the same or different. The
two scenes are either identical or have been slightly altered. (B) Receiver operating
characteristics for controls and patients with medial temporal lobe damage (left),
6 A.P. Yonelinas / Behavioural 

nformation, so tests of simple binary associative memory are only
artially dependent on recollection.

The Hippocampus is Critical for Recollection in Long-Term Mem-
ry. Patient studies of long-term memory have established that
he hippocampus is critical for recollection. Damage to this MTL
tructure leads to selective deficits in recollection, and does not
mpair familiarity-based recognition (e.g., [32–37,38,39]; but see
40]). In contrast, damage that includes both the hippocampus
nd the surrounding MTL  leads to deficits in both recollection
nd familiarity (e.g., [41–46]). Additional evidence linking the hip-
ocampus to recollection comes from studies examining the effects
f damage to the fornix, a major fiber tract connecting the hip-
ocampus to the thalamus. Several studies examining patients with
ornix lesions have indicated that these patients exhibit selective
ecollection deficits (e.g., [47,48]). Moreover, fornix white mat-
er microstructural integrity, as measured with diffusion weighted
maging, is correlated with recollection, but not familiarity [109].

In addition to lesion studies, reductions in hippocampal vol-
me  in healthy aging are associated with declines in recollection,
ut not familiarity [49]. Conversely, differences in cortical volume
ithin the entorhinal/perirhinal cortex are related to familiarity,

ut not recollection. A similar double dissociation was  reported in
 study using a source memory procedure to estimate recollection
nd familiarity [50]. Further support for these results comes from

 patient with damage to the perirhinal cortex that did not impact
he hippocampus, who exhibited a selective deficit in familiarity,
ut preserved recollection [51,52].

Similar double dissociations linking recollection to the hip-
ocampus and familiarity to the perirhinal cortex have been
eported in the neuroimaging literature (for reviews, see
15,53,110,111]), and have been well-supported by lesion and neu-
ophysiological studies in rats and nonhuman primates (for reviews
ee [15,54,55]).

. The role of recollection in working memory and
erception

Studies of recollection have focused largely on tests of long-term
emory, in which there is a delay of minutes to days between

he initial study phase and the test phase. However, if recollec-
ion depends on the creation of high-resolution bindings, then
t should be possible to find evidence for these bindings even
nder conditions that do not involve a long delay. For example, in
orking memory tasks where individuals must actively maintain

nformation over a period of a few seconds, there is growing behav-
oral evidence that recollection- and familiarity-like processes also
ontribute to performance (e.g., [21,56–59,112]; for related elec-
rophysiological work see [60]). In one such study, individuals
tudied a list of 4–8 letters then were given a yes/no recognition
est immediately afterwards, and the process dissociation proce-
ure [13] was used to separate the contribution of recollective
earch and automatic retrieval processes [21]. A small set of let-
ers was used repeatedly across the experiment such that all of
he letters were highly familiar within the experimental context
nd the task required subjects to indicate if the test item was  in
he most recent study list. Set size and response speed were found
o influence the controlled search process, but to leave automatic
rocesses unaffected. These results suggest that working memory
eflects the operation of two functionally separable processes, and
he results are similar to those seen in studies of long-term recogni-
ion in which list length and response speed influence recollection

ut not familiarity (e.g., [61]).

In another working memory paradigm, Oberauer [58] found that
ging was related to deficits in the recollection of item–context
indings rather than familiarity, and that measures of working
along with estimates of state and strength-based perception in each group (right).
Hippocampal damage reduced strength-based perception, but did not impact state-
based perceptual responses [88].

memory capacity were directly related to the efficiency of rec-
ollection, but not of familiarity. These results also parallel those
seen in long-term recognition memory where it has been shown
that aging selectively impairs recollection and leaves familiarity
relatively preserved (for a reviews see [62,113,114]).

Whether recollection- and familiarity-like processes contribute
to perception is less well studied, but there is some evidence that
a dual-process distinction may  also be necessary. For example,
Jacoby and colleagues have shown that in visual perception tasks,
individuals can base their responses on consciously controlled or
more automatic processes (e.g., [63]). In addition, in a recent series
of studies, Mariam Aly and I [64] examined same/different visual
discriminations made to pairs of objects or scenes in healthy indi-
viduals in order to characterize the processes involved in visual
perception (see Fig. 2A). On each trial, individuals were presented
with two  items and indicated whether they were the same or dif-
ferent using a 6-point confidence scale. On some trials, the two
items were identical, whereas on other trials, one item was  slightly
altered. The confidence data were used to plot receiver operating
characteristics (ROCs), which are functions that relate the hit rate
to the false alarm rate for each level of confidence. These ROCs were
used to examine the processes underlying overall performance.
Across experiments, we examined presentation rates ranging from
180 ms  to 1.5 s, and various materials including scenes, faces, frac-
tals and simple objects; all of these conditions led to remarkably
similar results.

Analysis of the ROCs revealed that perceptual judgments were
associated either with a discrete state in which individuals became
consciously aware of specific details that differentiated the two
similar images, or assessments of a strength signal reflecting the
degree of relational match or mismatch between pairs of stimuli
(i.e., the individuals reported that the two scenes just seemed

different but could not report how they were different). State- and
strength-based perception were functionally independent, in that
state-based perception played a larger role in performance when
specific, local details differentiated pairs of stimuli (e.g., part of
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n object was added or modified), while strength-based percep-
ion played a larger role in performance when stimuli differed in
elational/configural information (e.g., one image was  expanded or
inched in, as in Fig. 2A). Moreover, these functional differences
ere accompanied by different subjective experiences; subjec-

ive reports of state-based perception were associated with access
o local, specific details, whereas subjective reports of strength-
ased perception were associated with a general feeling of overall
atch/mismatch. In addition, alternative models based purely on

trength information such as the unequal variance signal detection
odel [65] were found to provide insufficient accounts of these

ndings.
Whether the sets of processes contributing to working mem-

ry, perception and long-term memory are related in any direct
ay to one another is not yet known. However, the evidence is
ow quite clear that in each of these domains there are separable
rocesses contributing to overall performance. Moreover, there are
ome striking similarities in the functional nature of these different
rocesses across domains, suggesting that it is worth consider-

ng the possibility that there may  be some common underlying
rocesses. One such possibility that I consider here is that the hip-
ocampus may  contribute to these perception, working memory,
nd long-term memory tasks by virtue of its role in the generation
nd utilization of complex high-resolution bindings.

. When is the hippocampus critical for working memory

Many early studies examining amnesic patients with MTL  dam-
ge showed that working memory was normal as measured on
asks such as digit span (e.g., [3]) and as indexed by normal recency
ffects in word recall tasks (e.g., [66]). In general, working memory
or single items such as digits, words, visual locations and fractals
s found to be well-preserved in amnesia (e.g., [3,4,67–69]). How-
ver, more recently there has been a focus on working memory for
ssociative information, and more of a focus on examining patients
ith relatively selective hippocampal lesions. As described below,

 number of these studies have shown that hippocampal patients
xhibit deficits on associative working memory tasks, but paradox-
cally, other studies that have used similar procedures have found
o evidence of a deficit. A careful examination of the existing liter-
ture suggests that a key to understanding when working memory
ill be impaired in hippocampal patients is knowing whether the

est requires complex high-resolution bindings.
One instrumental study that implicated the hippocampus in

orking memory was by Olsen et al., [115,116] who  presented a
eries of 3 simple objects in different locations, and then after a

 or 8 second delay tested recognition memory for objects, loca-
ions or object-location pairings. Hippocampal patients performed
oorly at the long delay condition, arguably because of impair-
ents in long-term memory. Most critically, they were impaired at

he 1 s delay for the object-location pairs, but were unimpaired on
emory judgments for simple objects and locations. These results

uggest that the hippocampus plays a role when the working mem-
ry task requires relational or associative binding, and that it is not
nvolved when the task requires memory for simple items. Note
hat several studies examining working memory in patients with

ore extensive MTL  damage have also reported evidence of a dis-
roportionate deficit in associative compared to item tasks (e.g.,
115,116,117] for related neuroimaging results see [7,70]).

The associative account of hippocampal function in working
emory, however, has been challenged by several subsequent
tudies showing that hippocampal patients exhibit normal working
emory even when the task requires the retrieval of associations

e.g., [71–75]). For example, patient Jon, who has selective hip-
ocampal damage, was tested on a series of working memory tasks
Research 254 (2013) 34– 44 37

assessing memory for colors, shapes, color-shape associations, spa-
tially separated color-shape associations, and associations between
objects and spoken color names ([71]; also see [76]). Jon performed
normally on all of these tests, suggesting that there are conditions
in which the hippocampus is not critical for item or associative
working memory. The finding that color-location memory was nor-
mal  might be explained because the colored objects were treated
as single units and thus might not require true associative mem-
ory [23,31,77]. However, associative memory was also unimpaired
when the associated features were not from a single object (e.g.,
separated color-location and object-spoken color name tests).

One potential concern with this study was that Jon had hip-
pocampal damage early in life, and thus his preserved performance
might reflect neural reorganization. Other studies, however, have
shown preserved associative working memory in patients suffering
hippocampal damage later in life (e.g., [73–75]). For example, in a
change detection task, individuals were briefly presented with an
array of 1–6 colored squares, then after a 1–8 s delay were pre-
sented with a second array, to which they indicated whether a
specified square had changed color [73,74]. At the longer delays,
the hippocampal patients were impaired, but at the 1 s delay the
hippocampal patients performed normally across all set sizes, indi-
cating that the hippocampus was  not necessary for associative
working memory in this task. Importantly, preserved performance
was  observed across variations in set size and thus across a range
of performance, indicating that the normal performance in the
patients could not be attributed to ceiling effects. Furthermore,
the same patient group was  tested on an object-location working
memory task like the one developed by Olsen et al. (2006), and was
found to perform normally in the 1 second delay condition [75],
further showing that hippocampal damage does not always lead to
associative working memory deficits.

These studies suggest that although hippocampal damage can
lead to a more pronounced deficit in associative than item-based
tests of working memory, it is not simply that the hippocampus is
necessary for working memory tasks that require binding or asso-
ciative information because not all tasks that require binding are
disrupted by hippocampal damage. One reason for the inconsis-
tent findings may  be that the tasks did not draw heavily enough
on binding of high-resolution information. In support of this idea,
recent studies have indicated that the hippocampus does play a
critical role in working memory for object-location associations
when individuals are required to remember high-resolution loca-
tion information, rather than simply indicate if a change occurred
between the study and test arrays. One such study presented indi-
viduals with an array of 1–7 objects and then after a 1 second delay
had them place objects in their precise studied locations ([72]; also
see [118]). Hippocampal patients were impaired even with set sizes
as small as 2, 3 and 4 items (Experiment 2, although note that
no statistical comparisons were provided). Moreover, the work-
ing memory errors that the patients made were not random, but
rather they were often small displacement errors, in the sense that
the patients were able to remember the approximate locations of
the objects but they could not do so as precisely as healthy con-
trols. The results indicate that hippocampal damage did not entirely
eliminate working memory for object-location associations, but it
did lead to less precise memory.

In addition, Warren et al. [119] examined working memory for
simple shapes, and required individuals to remember precise visual
information, for example, the precise color and the exact object
orientation. The patients were numerically impaired at the task,
and eye movements were abnormal in the hippocampal patients,

suggesting an involvement of the hippocampus in working memory
tasks that require high-resolution information.

Further evidence for the involvement of the hippocampus in
high-resolution binding comes from working memory studies for
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omplex scenes which have quite consistently revealed that hip-
ocampal damage impairs performance. For example, Hannula
t al. (2006) presented a series of complex indoor scenes in which
ome scenes were repeated after either 0, 4 or 8 intervening scenes,
nd individuals had to indicate if an object within the scene was
n its original position or if its position was altered. They found
hat even at the immediate repeat condition, hippocampal patients
ere significantly impaired. Similar deficits were also seen in a sec-

nd experiment that tested associative memory for face-scene pairs
120]. Similarly, Jeneson et al. [73], examined associative working

emory performance in an object-scene binding task and reported
 small but nonsignificant deficit in the patients in the immediate
epeat condition. Finally, Hartley et al. [78] conducted a working
emory test in which a complex topographic image was  followed

y four similar looking images and individuals were required to
dentify the image that was consistent in spatial layout (but from

 different view) to the studied item. The hippocampal patients
ere found to be significantly impaired at this task, further verify-

ng that the hippocampus is critical for associative working memory
or scenes.

The fact that hippocampal damage leads to impairments in
orking memory for scenes is consistent with the idea that the
ippocampus is supporting complex high-resolution bindings. That

s, scenes almost invariably involve multiple objects or features,
nd the tasks have required discriminations about high-resolution
indings. That is, in all of these studies, individuals were required to
emember high-resolution associative information such as where
n object was within a scene or how sets of objects were configured
ith respect to one another. Thus, the tasks can’t be solved using

imple low-resolution associations.
Further support for the notion that the hippocampus is involved

n supporting high-resolution binding comes from a recent study
onducted by WeiWei Zhang [121], in which we  made use of a
olor wheel task developed by Zhang and Luck [20]. On each trial,
ndividuals were first presented with 4 colored squares for 250 ms,
ollowed by a 1 s blank screen, then a location cue indicating that
he individual had to remember the color of the square that had
ppeared in that location. Individuals were presented with a contin-
ous color wheel that they used to indicate the precise color of the
ued square. The results of that study indicated that patients with
ippocampal damage as well as those with more extensive MTL
amage were impaired at overall measures of working memory
ccuracy. Critically, the deficits were found to reflect reductions in
he precision of the memories rather than in the capacity to remem-
er a given number of items. That is, the patients were no less likely
o remember an object’s general color, but when they did remem-
er a color, their memory was significantly less precise than that of
ealthy controls.

These latter results indicate that the hippocampus is neces-
ary for working memory when the task requires the retrieval of
igh-resolution information. In contrast, previous color-location
orking memory studies that did not require retrieval of high-

esolution information [73,74] found that hippocampal patients
ere not impaired. The result is also important in showing that the
ippocampus can play a critical role even with very simple stimuli
colored squares), and thus the hippocampus is not limited to
upporting working memory for complex scenes. Finally, the
esults indicate that it is not the capacity of working memory that
s disrupted by hippocampal damage, but rather the resolution of
he information held in working memory.

Overall, the existing working memory results are consistent
ith the hypothesis that hippocampal damage leads to a deficit
n the formation of high-resolution bindings. As expected, hip-
ocampal deficits are more common in working memory tasks that
ely on associative information rather than item or feature infor-
ation (e.g., [115,116]). Importantly however, the requirement to
Research 254 (2013) 34– 44

retrieve associations, in itself, is not sufficient to predict when the
hippocampus will or will not be involved in a task, as there are
conditions in which object-color associative working memory tests
are not dependent on the hippocampus [75,76]. The hippocam-
pus appears to play a critical role specifically under conditions in
which complex high-resolution associative information is required,
such as in working memory for complex scenes and tasks requiring
memory for precise locations or precise object-feature information
[72,78,121].

4. When is the hippocampus critical for perception

A number of recent studies have indicated that the hippocam-
pus is critical for making visual perception judgments (e.g., [79,80];
for a consideration of related neuroimaging and animal lesion
results see [6]), but results from other similar studies have led
to conflicting conclusions [81,82]. As was the case with working
memory, an examination of the perception results suggests that
a key to understanding when perception will be impaired in hip-
pocampal patients is knowing whether the test requires complex
high-resolution bindings.

Perceptual tasks are distinguished from working memory and
long-term memory tasks in the sense that individuals are required
to make discriminations about items under conditions in which
there is little or no delay between stimuli. For example, using an
“oddity judgment” task, Lee et al., (2005 [79]; also see [78,80])
presented individuals with small sets of scenes, objects, faces or
colors, and required individuals to identify which item was differ-
ent from the others in the set. They found that hippocampal patients
showed impairments for scenes, but not objects, faces, or colors. In
contrast, patients with larger MTL  lesions including the perirhinal
cortex were impaired on all materials except colors. Importantly,
the scenes, faces and objects were constructed such that simple
feature detection strategies would not be particularly useful in solv-
ing the task. For example, the scene views were all taken from
slightly different angles such that all of the scenes were different
from one another, but there was one scene in which the configu-
ration of features was altered. Moreover, the tasks were designed
to be equally difficult for controls so that any differences in per-
formance between patients and controls could not be attributed to
differences in task difficulty or ceiling effects.

Another task that has been used to examine perceptual abili-
ties in amnesics is the “perceptual matching” task. For example, in
one such task, a target scene or face was  presented along with two
choice items, one of which more closely matched the target item
[79]. Hippocampal patients were impaired for scenes but not faces,
whereas patients with more extensive MTL  damage were impaired
on both scenes and faces (for similar results using a figure-ground
segregation task see [83]).

However, subsequent work with the perceptual matching task
has suggested that hippocampal damage does not always lead to
deficits on this task. For example, in other studies using very similar
procedures, hippocampal patients were found to perform normally
on perceptual matching tasks for scenes, faces and objects [81,82].
There are several potential reasons for the discrepancies seen in
these perceptual matching studies (e.g., [6,74,82,84]). One of the
critical factors appears to be that in the perceptual matching task,
the materials have been such that accurate discriminations can be
based on searching for a single feature that differentiates the two
choice items from one another, rather than processing the over-
all conjunctive or relational information in the scenes [6,84]. Thus,

if individuals adopt a feature search strategy, there is no need for
the high-resolution representations of the hippocampus, and thus
the hippocampus may  not be involved in task performance. In con-
trast, if they adopt a configural matching strategy, this will require
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he representations of the hippocampus, and thus the task will be
ependent on the integrity of this structure. In line with this inter-
retation, in the oddity judgment task described earlier [78,79], the
cenes could not be discriminated on the basis of a single feature,
nd the hippocampus did appear to be critical.

Although results from some of these initial studies suggest that
he hippocampus plays a critical role in perception of scenes, but
ot objects, several studies have indicated that the hippocampus
lso plays a role in perceptual judgments for complex objects. For
xample, Warren et al. [85] found that hippocampal patients were
mpaired at identifying line drawings of objects embedded within
tatic visual displays, and at identifying objects that were presented
n a fragmented form. In another study examining the detection of
ossible and impossible line drawings of geometric objects [86], a
atient with hippocampal damage exhibited abnormal eye move-
ents compared to controls, suggesting that the hippocampus may

lay some role in normal perception of complex objects. Finally,
sing the oddity judgment task for complex objects, hippocampal
atients were found to exhibit significant impairments [87].1

Overall, the results from studies of perception suggest that
he hippocampus does contribute to perception under some con-
itions, but not under others. One suggestion has been that if

ndividuals adopt a feature search strategy in a perceptual matching
ask, and there are individual features that discriminate between
he target items, then there is no need for the configural represen-
ations supported by the hippocampus, and thus the hippocampus

ay  not be involved in task performance [6,84]. A shortcoming of
hese previous perception studies then, is that they have invari-
bly measured perception as a unitary phenomenon, and have
ailed to separate what may  be qualitatively different kinds of
nformation or strategies that contribute to perceptual judgments.
or example, as mentioned earlier [64], perceptual discrimina-
ions can be based either on state-based identification of featural
ifferences, or assessments of the strength of overall relational
atch information. If hippocampal damage selectively disrupts

nly one of these perceptual processes, then patients will be
mpaired in conditions that rely heavily on that one processes, but

ill be unimpaired in conditions that rely heavily on the other
rocess.

In a recent study, we examined how the hippocampus con-
ributes to these different types of perceptual judgments using a
ame/different confidence task for complex scenes (see Fig. 2A)
64,88]. Importantly, in that study, the scenes were manipulated
ot by adding or removing individual objects within the scene
which would allow a simple feature-matching strategy to support
erformance), but rather by expanding or contracting the images

n such a way that altered the relational information within the
cenes. Confidence responses were collected in order to plot ROCs,
nd the ROC data were used to estimate the contributions of state-
nd strength-based perception. Patients exhibited a significant

eduction in overall perceptual sensitivity, as illustrated by lower
OCs (Fig. 2B). In addition, the deficits were found to be specific
o strength-based responses (reflecting relational match/mismatch

1 Performance was subsequently examined as a function of the difficulty level of
he perceptual discrimination and indicated that the perceptual deficits increased as
he task became more difficult. This was interpreted as suggesting that the impair-

ent for difficult trials reflected the contribution of long-term memory, whereas the
elatively normal performance in the easier conditions reflected normal perception
n  the hippocampal patients. However, all individuals performed at ceiling in the
asy  conditions (e.g. 90–100% correct), thus the failure to find a significant impair-
ent in the easy conditions is not informative. Nonetheless, in the hard conditions

n  which there were as many as 9 different complex objects, it is quite possible that
ong-term memory may have contributed to performance, and thus the hippocam-
al deficits in this study may  have reflected a reduction in long-term memory rather
han perceptual processes per se.
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information), while the state-based responses (reflecting use of
local feature information) remained unaffected. The hippocampal
involvement in this task was verified in a subsequent neuroimaging
study in which a group of healthy individuals were scanned while
taking part in a similar perceptual change detection paradigm [88].
The fMRI data showed that activation in the hippocampus linearly
tracked strength-based perception and was not disproportionately
increased for state-based perception. The results from these experi-
ments indicate that the hippocampus is directly involved in making
perceptual discriminations for scenes, and more specifically that
the hippocampus tracks confidence in strength-based responses
reflecting overall relational match between scenes, rather than sup-
porting responses in which specific, item-level differences of the
scenes are identified.

The results of that study highlight the importance of examining
the separate processes underlying perception, using methods such
as ROC analysis, rather than simply treating perception as a unitary
phenomenon. The ROC analysis revealed that hippocampal dam-
age does not disrupt high confidence perceptual responses. Rather,
it selectively disrupts the ability to make lower confidence per-
ceptual judgments associated with assessments of subtle relational
changes. Thus, in perception, it appears that the hippocampus sup-
ports those responses in which we simply sense that the two  images
were altered, but for which we  are unable to identify any specific
feature that has been changed. If only binary same/different judg-
ments were collected and individuals had adopted a strict response
criterion, the results would have failed to show a hippocampal
impairment in perception (i.e., the leftmost points on the ROCs
in Fig. 2B), whereas if they had adopted a more liberal criterion
there would have been significant impairment (i.e., the midpoint
of the ROCs). These latter findings show that studies that use binary
same/different judgments may  or may  not find an impairment in
patients’ performance depending on the response criterion used by
individuals.

In sum, the perceptual literature shows that perceptual impair-
ments following hippocampal damage tend to occur in situations
where high-resolution relational information is required to support
performance, and impairments are less consistent when the task
does not require this information. For example, perceptual impair-
ments are more consistently observed for complex scenes than for
objects, faces or colors (e.g., [79]). As discussed earlier, scenes are
invariably complex and the tasks have often required judgments
about high-resolution binding information, so these results are
to be expected. Importantly, however, there is evidence that hip-
pocampal damage does not always disrupt scene perception, and
this occurs specifically in those situations in which scene discrimi-
nations can be based on the detection of single feature differences
(see [84]). In addition, hippocampal damage can disrupt perceptual
judgments for non-scene materials such as complex objects, as long
as the task requires retrieval of high-resolution configurations of
object features (e.g., [85]). Finally, the perceptual impairments that
are observed in hippocampal patients appear to reflect selective
deficits in strength-based judgments that involve assessments of
relational match, rather than state-based judgments involving the
identification of specific feature changes [88].

5. Relating the high resolution account of hippocampal
function to earlier models

Overall, the results from studies of patients with hippocampal
damage provide support for the idea that the hippocampus sup-

ports the generation and utilization of complex high-resolution
bindings. In addition, these bindings appear to be useful in sup-
porting not only long-term memory, but working memory and
perception.
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The high-resolution account of hippocampal function presented
ere builds on earlier dual-process models of recollection and

amiliarity (e.g., [8,11]). The claim that recollection is involved
n generating and retrieving complex high-resolution bindings is
ased on one of the core assumptions of these models, which is
hat recollection reflects the retrieval of qualitative information
bout prior events. It is on the basis of this idea that one expects
hat the complexity and high-resolution aspects of different tasks
hould be so critical. Equally important, the idea that recollection
s dependent on the hippocampus is a critical component of many
ual-process frameworks (e.g., [18,55,89,90]).

The high-resolution approach is closely related to models that
ssume that the hippocampus is critical in forming relational mem-
ries, or in binding aspects of an episode together (e.g., [15,77]). The
urrent approach, however, more heavily emphasizes the complex
ature of the relations or bindings that make up an event rather
han focusing on simple associations. But even more importantly,
he current claim is not that the hippocampus is necessary for any
ype of relational information or association (cf., [91]), but rather
hat it will be particularly critical for high-resolution associations.

 simple relational or associative account in and of itself is not ade-
uate to account for the existing literature because it is not the
ase that hippocampal patients have deficits on tasks that require
elations or associations per se; they often perform normally on
ssociative tests that require only low-resolution associations.

The idea that the hippocampus supports high-resolution bind-
ng is also broadly consistent with current neurobiological and
omputational models of hippocampal function (e.g., [90,92,122]).
or example, the Complementary Learning Systems (CLS) model
90] assumes that the pattern separation abilities of the dentate
yrus and CA3 subfields of the hippocampus allow for the rapid
ormation of distinct representations for complex configurations.
uch representations are essential in long-term memory in that
hey allow the system to pattern complete unique episodic infor-

ation based on partial cues. I would argue, however, that the
ame representations are available to influence performance even
n tasks that do not impose a long-term memory delay, and thus
hey could contribute to working memory and perception.

In fact, it has been suggested that CA1 serves as a comparator
f stored representations in CA3 with the incoming signals from
ntorhinal cortex (e.g., [93–95,123]). As such, it is in an ideal posi-
ion to derive a global match signal between what is currently being
erceived and what was just presented. Preliminary simulations
ith the CLS model [124] have suggested that this model’s repre-

entation of hippocampal functioning is able to account for some
ritical findings from both memory and perception studies. For
xample, the model accounts for the fact that in long-term memory,
he hippocampus exhibits a thresholded signal in which pattern
ompletion sometimes fails completely, whereas in perception
asks (where items are immediately repeated) pattern completion
arely fails and the hippocampus provides continuously-graded
trength signals. Future work will be necessary to determine if the
ame model parameters are capable of accurately accounting for
ther aspects of the working memory and perceptual literature.

Importantly, the current approach suggests that the hippocam-
us is not necessary in all long-term memory, working memory
r perception tests. Rather, it is only when the tasks rely on com-
lex high-resolution associative information that the role of the
ippocampus becomes obvious. For example, in long-term mem-
ry tasks where performance can be based largely on familiarity
e.g. item recognition tests), the role of the hippocampus will be
ess obvious than in tests like source memory where recollection

ecomes more relevant. Similarly, the hippocampus is not expected
o be involved in all working memory or perceptual tests, but its
ole is expected to become more obvious when complex high-
esolution binding is required.
Research 254 (2013) 34– 44

Overall, the extent to which the hippocampus is critical in differ-
ent tasks increases as the complexity and high-resolution demands
of the tasks increase, as illustrated in Fig. 1. In addition, however, the
extent to which the hippocampus is critical depends on whether the
tasks involve long-term memory, working memory, or perception.
That is, in long-term memory tests, simple associations typically
do require the hippocampus (e.g., simple source memory tests),
whereas in working memory, simple associations do not neces-
sarily require the hippocampus. In addition, in perception tests,
the hippocampus is most often involved only when the materials
are highly complex (e.g., scenes). This likely reflects the fact that
the hippocampus is unique in supporting complex high-resolution
bindings over long delay periods, but that as the delay is decreased,
other cortical processes can begin to support performance, at least
temporarily. For example, visual binding mechanisms might sup-
port color-location associations over brief delay periods [96,97],
thus reducing the demand on the hippocampus in perception and
working memory tasks. However, as the delay increases, the corti-
cal regions that support these perceptual bindings are no longer
able to maintaining those representations, presumably because
of interference from other sensory input. Thus, the hippocampal
contribution to performance will become more apparent as the
temporal delay increases. Similarly, other brain regions such as the
perirhinal cortex can support perception of configural objects and
faces [79], and so in these cases the role of the hippocampus can
be relatively reduced. Thus, in understanding the role of the hip-
pocampus it remains important to distinguish between long-term
memory, working memory and perception, because the extent to
which the hippocampal representations contribute to performance
varies as a function of whether other regions can support perfor-
mance. After long delays there are few other cortical regions that
can support memory for arbitrary bindings, but with shorter delays
various other regions can support such bindings (Fig. 1).

The current approach is quite different from several traditional
memory systems models, particularly those that assume that the
MTL  is specialized for long-term memory whereas other cortical
systems are responsible for working memory and perception (e.g.,
[98,125,126]). The current theory suggests that the hippocampus
is not just a component of a specialized long-term memory system,
but rather it supports high-resolution bindings that are important
for long-term memory as well as working memory and perception.
Moreover, regions outside the hippocampus are assumed to be crit-
ical for other forms of long-term episodic/declarative memory such
as familiarity.

The current approach also differs from accounts that assume
that the hippocampus plays a selective role in spatial processing
(e.g., [79,99]). Although space/scene information often does rely
on complex high-resolution associative information, and work-
ing memory and perception tasks that involve scenes often are
hippocampally dependent, the role of the hippocampus is not
expected to be limited to tasks that involve spatial materials. In
line with these expectations, the hippocampus is necessary for
working memory and perception tasks that involve colored squares
[121], shapes [85,86] and objects [72,85,87,115,116,118]. Similarly,
in tests of long-term memory, amnesic patients exhibit pronounced
deficits for nonspatial materials such as abstract words, sounds,
sequences and odors (e.g., [91,127,128,129]).

The high-resolution account of hippocampal function may also
provide a new way  of viewing the debate about whether the
hippocampus is involved specifically in allocentric spatial coding
or is more generally involved during relational coding [100,130].
Hippocampal lesions typically do not impair performance on ego-

centric tasks, such as navigating to a brightly colored cue card over
the goal location [131], which involve only simple bindings (i.e.,
self-position to a single landmark). In contrast, lesions to the hip-
pocampus can impair function on allocentric tasks, or behaviors
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nvolving associating two locations with a third one, which would
e consistent with the idea of having to bind a complex set of associ-
tions together (e.g., landmarks and path-integration information,
131]). Importantly, however, hippocampal lesions, in humans at
east, do not impair all forms of allocentric memory, particularly
nes that can be solved with relatively simple bindings between
bjects and a to-be-learned location [101,102]. Furthermore, fMRI
tudies in humans suggest that it is the degree of spatiotemporal
inding, rather than whether the task is allocentric or egocentric,
hat determines hippocampal involvement during spatial naviga-
ion [103]. Consistent with these findings, the current proposal does
ot limit the hippocampal contribution to allocentric tasks, rather it

s only if the task requires high resolution information and complex
indings that it is sure to be involved.

One important issue that we have not focused on in the cur-
ent paper is how the current ideas relate to semantic long-term
emory or remote memory. On the surface, it would seem that

ndividuals can also develop high-resolution semantic or remote
emories. For example, we may  be able to remember very precise

ualitative information about our childhood homes or grade-school
riends. This information would appear to be both highly complex
nd high-resolution. Whether these forms of memory are hip-
ocampally dependent is not yet clear (e.g., [104,105]). One critical
ifference may  be that this information is encoded gradually over
ime, whereas in the paradigms discussed above, the hippocampal
earning that takes place is rapid and based on a single presen-
ation. How high-resolution sematic representations emerge and
ow they are related to recollection and the hippocampus is an

mportant topic of future study.
The high-resolution account opens up a number of other impor-

ant questions that will need to be considered, and it leads to several
ovel predictions that can be directly tested in future studies. For
xample, it is worth reconsidering some of the earlier findings
hat suggested that hippocampal damage did not impair working

emory and perception, and ask if those tests may have shown
ippocampal involvement if only they had required higher resolu-
ion associative information. For example, would the hippocampus
lay a role in phonological working memory tasks in which there is

 requirement for high-resolution retrieval (e.g., recall of the precise
nformation about the articulation of specific phonemes)? Simi-
arly, would the hippocampus play a critical role in recency effects

hen the recall test requires high-resolution discriminations (e.g.,
ree recall of precise color information using a color wheel)?

Another crucial question for future studies will be to deter-
ine how the processes that contribute to long-term memory,

re related to the processes found to support working mem-
ry and perception. The hippocampal results, that have been the
ocus of the current paper, provide some important insights into
his question, but they open up several additional questions. For
xample, in long-term memory the hippocampus is critical for
ecollection but not familiarity, whereas in working memory, the
ippocampus is necessary when the task requires high-resolution
indings, but it is often not involved when the task involves simple

tem decisions or low-resolution bindings. Presumably the working
emory tasks that require memory for high-resolution bindings

nvolve a form of recollection that is in some way similar to that
nvolved in long-term memory. However, can recollection in a

orking memory task occur without the contribution of the hip-
ocampus? And if so what are the brain regions that give rise to
ecollection in these conditions? The existing results are not yet
ntirely clear, but there is indirect evidence that recollection in
orking memory can arise independently of the hippocampus. For
xample, as described earlier, the hippocampus does not appear
o be required in working memory tasks for simple items. How-
ver, behavioral studies have suggested that performance on these
ypes of working memory tests involves two processes that are
Research 254 (2013) 34– 44 41

similar to recollection and familiarity (e.g., [21]). So, at these short
delays, it seems that recollection can arise in the absence of the
hippocampus. Studies that directly examine the contribution of
recollection and familiarity to working memory tasks for high and
low-resolution information will be critical in determining the rela-
tionship between long-term and working memory.

In addition, it is worth considering cognitive domains other than
perception and working memory that might also benefit from hav-
ing high-resolution bindings. For example, certain language tasks
would appear to rely on developing a complex mental model of
the text that in some cases does require the maintenance of quite
precise associative information. It would be interesting to know
if the hippocampus plays a critical role under those conditions
(for related work on language see [106]). Similarly, reasoning tasks
sometimes require the construction of highly complex representa-
tions that may  also benefit from a hippocampal contribution.

Other questions that are raised by the current proposal include
whether expertise can influence whether a stimulus characteris-
tic is processed as a high or low-resolution feature. Presumably,
phonemes in one’s own  language no longer require high-resolution
processing, because they can be categorically perceived, but unfa-
miliar phonemes might. Would the hippocampus be necessary
for unfamiliar high-resolution stimuli, but become less involved
as the materials become familiar? In addition, to what extent is
the contribution of the hippocampus to performance on various
tasks contingent on individuals’ strategies? In a task that can be
based on the hippocampus or on other cortical representations,
can individuals orient more to one than the other? What are the
strategies that affect the extent to which different processes are
utilized?

6. Conclusions

The finding that performance on working memory and percep-
tion tasks can be disrupted by hippocampal damage argues against
models that view the role of the hippocampus as being limited
to long-term episodic or declarative memory, and shows that the
functional role of this region is much more general. However, what
is the role of the hippocampus if not just to support long-term
memory? I suggest that the role of the hippocampus is to support
the generation and utilization of complex high-resolution bindings,
and this function will be important across the domains of percep-
tion, working memory, and long-term memory. The hippocampus
is therefore responsible for representing moments in time that join
together the many qualitative aspects that make up the complex
events we perceive and remember. In tests of long-term mem-
ory, those representations will be essential to support subsequent
recollection of prior episodes, but will not be necessary for suppor-
ting other forms of long-term memory such as familiarity-based
recognition. In working memory and perception, those represen-
tations will be critical for the ability to perceive, maintain over the
short-term, and/or retrieve precise associative information. Tradi-
tional measures of working memory, such as digit span, require
neither associative nor high-resolution information, and thus
preserved performance following hippocampal damage is to be
expected. In addition, perceptual judgments about single fea-
tures, including features in complex scenes, can be supported by
regions outside the hippocampus. It is specifically working memory
and perception of complex high-resolution bindings that depends
on the hippocampus, and this is true across objects, scenes, or
even simple stimuli. Thus, the current approach suggests that the

unifying principle behind the contribution of the hippocampus
to long-term memory, working memory, and perception is the
demand for the representation, maintenance, and retrieval of com-
plex high-resolution bindings.
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